Culture Prime : Gabrielle Thierry opens the world’s windows

Link to the video
I am Gabrielle Thierry. I am an artist and painter.
I work a lot with landscapes. I launched this project
“Sketch your window.”
Culture Prime unveiled
“Gabrielle Thierry: windows on the world”
The coronavirus isolates the planet
Many people live behind their windows
So what if we drew them?
Gabrielle Thierry launched the idea
The artist lives near Paris
She sells her works in France and in the United States
Gabrielle Thierry likes challenges.
In 2010, she settled in at the Orangerie Museum
She paid homage to Claude Monet with paintings
that express the musicality of his “Water Lillies”.
Gabrielle Thierry stayed there for 18 months.
In March 2020, France went into quarantine
like a lot of countries around the world.
I immediately thought that a window could be a
place for expressio.
I realized that it could be interesting to see how
individuals might interpret the view from their
windows.
Sketch the world from one’s window?
Gabrielle Thierry advanced her idea on social
networks . The entire world responded favorably!

What really surprised me
right away was the quality of the drawings.
There were people who didn’t think they knew how
to draw
In the end, it only required taking a sheet of paper,
looking, and drawing…
During confinement,
the window represents the things we are waiting for
and our hopes for freedom
# dessinetafenetre - #sketchyourwindow is a success
Several hundred participants from 24 countries are
involved
They have discovered very many things through this
window that we look out of every day
There are many images that one can see translated
in a pencil line of hope, of fear, nighttime sketches,
sketches sad and lonely, and one also finds hope.
When you send an image that you see on your
telephone on Instagram or Facebook, and then you
see the real thing. It’s for that reason I really hope
that the art museums will reopen.
There are truly many more things to discover in the
original image thanin a reproduction of it.
The Fine Arts Museum of Vannes offered to show
these works. “Sketch Your Window” continues to
welcome sketches from the whole world’s widows.
“There is the possible, this window of dreaming open
to reality.” Victor Hugo

To participate:
#dessinetafenetre
#sketchyourwindow
Or send your drawing to:
contact@dessinetafenetre
Site du Musée de Vannes :
www.mairievannes.fr/vannesloisirs/musee
s/musee-des-beaux-arts-lacohue/

IN FRENCH:
www.dessinetafenetre.org
www.insstagram.com/dessinetafenetre/
www.facebook.com/dessinetafenetre
IN ENGLISH:
www.sketchyourwindow.org
www.instagram.com/sketchyourwindow/

Many Thanks to Jeff Bauer, Madison (Wisconsin,USA) for this translation.

